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To have more options when customizing your site, which would you prefer?
(Assume we can only do one of them for now)
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Have the ability to create custom page templates for the
existing themes
Have more themes to choose from
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More Themes and have the ability to create custom page templates for the active theme.
126,120,733

No more theme options pages!
126,106,249

Allow SVG Uploads
126,074,200

Build custom themes and use plugins like ACF
126,046,771

Support child theming in its entirety
126,042,686

A plugin to add your own JavaScript/jQuery
125,623,227

Child Themes
125,578,433

Both or either of the above would be fine with me.
125,003,607

Have ability to create themes to submit for approval
124,933,376

Either
124,930,935
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Comments

Do you have any feedback you'd like to share on this topic?

126,228,460

126,191,663

Different home, contact, attendees, speakers. having different layouts will help make more interesting designs for our

Friday, May 22nd

WordCamp Sites.

4:20AM

I can see how offering the option for custom page templates could be opening a can of worms, I think just having more

Thursday, May 21st

themes to choose from would be fine.

3:22PM

Would be nice to have some more flexibility with the content, but I also understand the need to have something that just
126,188,212

works out of the box.

I think the current selection of themes is more than enough
126,107,826

SVG has become standard and currently the only way is to host externally or inline in CSS as base64 encoded string.
126,074,200

It took me ~30+ hours to build a ok WordCamp site because I had to use a default theme and the Jetpack CSS editor. Had
126,046,771

125,937,906

I the ability to use my own workflow, plugin set, and code locally, I could have created it in half the time and the end
product would have been much more interactive, useful, and impressive.

I actually quite like the challenge of working with an existing theme. It pushes organisers to be creative with the tools
available and we have seen some great results over the years.

Would like to create a base then be able to clone it, rather than having to start from scratch each year.
125,787,222

I understand that adding own PHP/templates could cause security issues. Perhaps it would be possible to add your own
JavaScript/jQuery for more flexibility with the layout.
125,623,227

124,968,824

I got pretty used to the limitations of the multisite.

We have a lot of other things to do, and being able to choose another theme to start with is a lot quicker than making
new templates. The shortcodes cover a lot of templates needed.

Honestly, themes with much more customizer options + CSS editor for additional tweaks would be perfect.
124,930,935

some form of template or shortcode structure to build a template without having to edit php might be nice
124,927,100

124,927,062

124,925,887

14

I understand it's a security issue to allow people to add/edit tempaktes with wild abandon, but even having a segment of
a template we could edit would be helpful. The fact that you can't add <img> tags to templates is a pain and forces you
to use CSS pseudo elements and other trickery to get images in the theme. If there could be a section of the header that
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can be editable I could add images.

Would be really helpful when just CSS isn't suiting my needs, especially around the way schedules, speakers, and
attendees are displayed.
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